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As a high street retailer in a competitive market, we understand that our 
customers have many choices on where to shop, both on the high street and 

online. With this in mind, we have designed and sourced a unique 
lighting range, which we are proud to offer our customers. We have 

historically offered a wide array of products, suitable for all needs and this 
new range is certainly no exception.

Whether you are looking for that unique statement piece with outstanding 
design, have a project to complete or just want something that is not run of 

the mill, then this catalogue will fill you with design ideas, the highest of 
quality products, and a huge range of over 1500 items. In fact, with a little bit 
of creativity the possibilities are endless. This catalogue has taken decades of 

experience, picking out inventive,  outstanding design concepts, not just as 
single products, but many ranges offering complementing suites of lighting 

to suit all your needs. From  traditional to modern and contemporary,  indoor 
and outdoor, this catalogue collection has everything to transform the

ambience of any residential or  commercial  environment.

We pride ourselves on offering a personalised service to all of our customers. 
We endeavour to provide that personal touch to ensure you are guided and 

advised to purchase the most appropriate lighting for your needs and have a 
professional experience. You can rest assured that you can contact us for any 

after sales service you may require, but most importantly the new
collective offers something for everyone at exceptional prices.

Whilst we hope you find our latest  collections inspiring,
we also value any customer feedback and

look forward to being of service to you.
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All information provided in this catalogue is approximate for 
guidance only and are subject to alteration and modification.

Goods supplied may vary in detail from the illustrations, 
drawing and descriptions as a result of improvements. Colour 

finishes will be maintained as accurately as possible, but 
matching cannot be guaranteed.

No part of this catalogue may be reproduced or modified 
without the written consent of respective copyright owners.  

E. & O. E.
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inspired by lighting

...let there be light



HL3265   NOW: £185.00
 ⌀ 310 ↕	175 (mm)  

 Grey/White/Black/Clear

HL3266   NOW: £243.00
 ⌀ 400 ↕	200 (mm)  

 Grey/White/Black/Clear

HL3267   NOW: £159.00
 ↕ 170 ↔ 315 ↦	140 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Grey/White/Black/Clear

mix, match,
create

crystal detail

wall light

Images are not to scale

TIF
FA

NY Haunold
The vintage effect of the Tiffany glass is interpreted to reflect Aztecan artistic creations with 

the shapes and positioning of the glass pieces being furthered by the shape of the shade itself. 
Giving this range a subtle modern edge the shades are embedded with clear crystal pieces in 

keeping with the monochrome palette of coloured glass.
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Range Characteristics: 
Unique Crystal Content
Avant Garde Design
Endless Possibilities



HL3260   NOW: £239.00
 ⌀ 410 ↕	185 (mm)  

 Amber/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3259   NOW: £146.00
 ⌀ 305 ↕	150 (mm)  

 Amber/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3261   NOW: £146.00
 ↕ 160 ↔ 310 ↦	140 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Amber/Cream/Black/Clear

crystal detail

handmade
tiffany

wall light

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Unique Crystal Content
Amber/Cream Design

Endless Possibilities

317

Cevedale
The stylish fanned effect of these attractive Tiffany shades offer a pleasing uniformed symmetry. 
The traditional Tiffany design, which has outlasted countless modern trends, has been 
maintained with the sumptious cream and amber colour finish. The non-electric shades can be 
used with pendants, ceiling, table and floor lamps.



HL3213   NOW: £71.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Beige/Black/Gold/Clear

HL3279   NOW: £140.00
 ↕ 165 ↔ 300 ↦	150 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Beige/Black/Clear

handmade
tiffany

cry
stal detail

Images are not to scale

Edlenkopf
This Tiffany collection is a harmonious balance of old and new. The domed shades, assembled 

from beige sheened glass shapes and black outlines are adorned with multiple clear crystal tear 
drops. The untraditional addition of crystal components not only ensures a homely ambience of 
light but also dazzling sparkle, while the neutral colour tone can be used in a variety of settings.
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wall light



HL3277   NOW: £135.00
 ⌀ 295 ↕	180 (mm)  
 Beige/Black/Clear

HL3278   NOW: £243.00
 ⌀ 400 ↕	220 (mm)  
 Beige/Black/Clear

mix, match,
create

HL3280   NOW: £336.00
 ⌀ 500 ↕	250 (mm)  
 Beige/Black/Clear

crystal detail

50cm diameter

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Unique Crystal Content
Pearl Effect Design

Endless Possibilities
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HL3268   NOW: £189.00
 ⌀ 310 ↕	160 (mm)  

 Orange/Blue/Black/Amber

mix, match,
create

HL4272   NOW: £83.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	330 (mm)	  
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Orange/Blue/Black/Gold/Amber

crystal detail

Images are not to scale

Schildflue
This stunning Tiffany glass design features the classic dragonfly form, effortlessly fashioned into 

the overall mosaic collection of Tiffany glass pieces. Reinterpreting an old-fashioned concept, 
additional crystal pieces have been inserted into the glass shades providing a touch of modern 

sparkle and elegance which would complement any environment.
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HL3269   NOW: £299.00
 ⌀ 410 ↕	210 (mm)  

 Orange/Blue/Black/Amber

HL3270   NOW: £159.00
 ↕ 165 ↔ 320 ↦	155 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Orange/Blue/Black/Amber

crystal detail

handmade
tiffany

be
au
tif
ul 

tif
fa
nywall light

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Unique Crystal Content
Traditional Dragonfly

Endless Possibilities
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vibrant red &
dragonflies

handmade
tiffany

Schildflue
Images are not to scale

HL3271   NOW: £183.00
 ⌀ 310 ↕	160 (mm)  

 Purple/Pink/Black/Red

HL4273   NOW: £83.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	330 (mm)	  
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Purple/Pink/Black/Gold/Red



HL3272   NOW: £278.00
 ⌀ 410 ↕	210 (mm)  

 Purple/Pink/Black/Red

HL3273   NOW: £156.00
 ↕ 165 ↔ 320 ↦	155 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Purple/Pink/Black/Red
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cry
stal detail

mix, match,
create

wall light

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Unique Crystal Content
Traditional Dragonfly

Endless Possibilities

TIFFANY



HL3234   NOW: £71.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 White/Grey/Clear/Black/GoldHL3252   NOW: £126.00
 ⌀ 295 ↕	160 (mm)  

 Grey/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3253   NOW: £216.00
 ⌀ 405 ↕	175 (mm)  

 Grey/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3254   NOW: £126.00
 ↕ 175 ↔ 305 ↦	150 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Grey/Cream/Black/Clear

crystal detail

handmade
tiffany

wall light

Images are not to scale

Pleureur
This range uses a traditional Tiffany shade but with a modern twist. The fanned feather shapes 

forming the umbrella glass is mostly cream coloured with the curved tips of each point available 
in various colours. The modern component takes the form of small clear crystal pieces fixed on 

alternating points of the shades rim furthering the ranges regal appeal.
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HL3225   NOW: £71.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Cream/Green/Clear/Black/Gold

HL3240   NOW: £126.00
 ⌀ 295 ↕	160 (mm)  

 Green/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3241   NOW: £216.00
 ⌀ 405 ↕	175 (mm)  

 Green/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3242   NOW: £126.00
 ↕ 175 ↔ 305 ↦	150 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Green/Cream/Black/Clear

mix, match,
create

crystal detail

30cm shades supplied 
with reducing ring

wall light

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Unique Crystal Content
Vibrant Green Finish
Endless Possibilities
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HL3233   NOW: £71.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Cream/Blue/Clear/Black/Gold

HL3231   NOW: £71.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Cream/Brown/Clear/Black/GoldHL3243   NOW: £126.00
 ⌀ 295 ↕	160 (mm)  

 Amber/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3244   NOW: £216.00
 ⌀ 405 ↕	175 (mm)  

 Amber/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3245   NOW: £126.00
 ↕ 175 ↔ 305 ↦	150 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Amber/Cream/Black/Clear

cry
stal detail

wall light

Images are not to scale

Pleureur
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HL3233   NOW: £71.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Cream/Blue/Clear/Black/Gold
HL3249   NOW: £126.00

 ⌀ 295 ↕	160 (mm)  
 Blue/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3250   NOW: £216.00
 ⌀ 405 ↕	175 (mm)  

 Blue/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3251   NOW: £126.00
 ↕ 175 ↔ 305 ↦	150 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Blue/Cream/Black/Clear

mix, match,
create

crystal detail

handmade
tiffany

wall light

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Unique Crystal Content
Deep Blue Finish

Endless Possibilities
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HL3232   NOW: £71.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Cream/Red/Clear/Black/Gold

HL3246   NOW: £135.00
 ⌀ 295 ↕	160 (mm)  

 Red/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3247   NOW: £222.00
 ⌀ 405 ↕	175 (mm)  

 Red/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3248   NOW: £134.00
 ↕ 175 ↔ 305 ↦	150 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Red/Cream/Black/Clear

handmade
tiffany

cry
stal detail

cry
stal detail

wall light

Images are not to scale

TIF
FA

NY

Pleureur
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Range Characteristics: 
Unique Crystal Content
Rich Red Finish
Endless Possibilities



HL3275   NOW: £261.00
 ⌀ 410 ↕	210 (mm)  

 Blue/Black/Amber/Grey/Clear

HL3274   NOW: £173.00
 ⌀ 310 ↕	160 (mm)  

 Blue/Black/Amber/Grey/Clear

HL3276   NOW: £141.00
 ↕ 165 ↔ 335 ↦	155 (mm)   

2 x E14 40W
 Blue/Black/Amber/Grey/Clear

HL3232   NOW: £71.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Cream/Red/Clear/Black/Gold

mix, match,
create

cry
stal detail

wall light

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Large Crystal Content
Deep Blue Finish

Endless Possibilities
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Seleron
These stunning Tiffany pieces blend the best of traditional designs with high quality crystal 
components to enhance a vintage concept to better suit more modern settings. The decorative 
crystal embellishment creates a stunning effect without compromising the proven timeless 
appeal that Tiffany glass and its composition provides.



HL3292   NOW: £101.00
 ⌀ 170 ↕	770–1470 (mm)   

2 x E27 60W
 Aged Antique Brass

HL3293   NOW: £114.00
 ⌀ 170 ↕	930–1630 (mm)   

3 x E27 60W
 Aged Antique Brass

HL3287   NOW: £48.00
 ⌀ 135 ↕	200–1200 (mm)   

1 x E27 60W
 Aged Antique Brass

HL3298   NOW: £17.00
 ⌀ 60 ↕	140 (mm)  

 Aged Antique Brass
HL3290   NOW: £59.00

 ⌀ 145 ↕	120 (mm)   
2 x E27 60W

 Aged Antique Brass

HL3291   NOW: £72.00
 ⌀ 170 ↕	380 (mm)   

3 x E27 60W
 Aged Antique Brass

consistent 
colour finish 

&
quality in

every detail

Images are not to scale

Planpraz
This collection provides a wide range of unadorned pendants, semi ceiling, wall, table and floor 

lamps to use in conjunction with our wide range of Tiffany shades allowing you to create your 
own bespoke designs and fixtures. The aged colour finishes are in keeping with the traditional 

ambience reflected from classic Tiffany glass shades.
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HL3293   NOW: £114.00
 ⌀ 170 ↕	930–1630 (mm)   

3 x E27 60W
 Aged Antique Brass

HL3287   NOW: £48.00
 ⌀ 135 ↕	200–1200 (mm)   

1 x E27 60W
 Aged Antique Brass

HL3288   NOW: £65.00
 ⌀ 170 ↕	300–1300 (mm)   

2 x E27 60W
 Aged Antique Brass

HL3289   NOW: £75.00
 ⌀ 170 ↕	300–1300 (mm)   

3 x E27 60W
 Aged Antique Brass

mix, match,
create

all ceiling kits are 
designed to work 
with all shades

concealed 
lamp holders

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Consistent Aged Finish
Best Quality Components

Create 100’s of Products
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HL3281   NOW: £80.00
 ⌀ 165cm ↕	480 (mm)   

1	x	E27	60W  d
 Aged Antique Brass

HL3282   NOW: £83.00
 ⌀ 155 ↕	475 (mm)   
1	x	E27	60W  d

 Aged Antique Brass

HL3283   NOW: £87.00
 ⌀ 160 ↕	480 (mm)   
1	x	E27	60W  d

 Aged Antique Brass

perfect for 
30cm diameter 

shades

metal bases

intricate detail in 
every item

Images are not to scale

Planpraz
332



HL3284   NOW: £114.00
 ⌀ 190 ↕	560 (mm)   
2	x	E27	60W  d

 Aged Antique Brass

HL3285   NOW: £119.00
 ⌀ 190 ↕	560 (mm)   
2	x	E27	60W  d

 Aged Antique Brass

HL3286   NOW: £132.00
 ⌀ 170 ↕	525 (mm)   
2	x	E27	60W  d

 Aged Antique Brass

HL3282   NOW: £83.00
 ⌀ 155 ↕	475 (mm)   
1	x	E27	60W  d

 Aged Antique Brass

mix, match,
create

protected lamp 
holders

perfect for 
40cm diameter 

shades

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Consistent Aged Finish
Best Quality Components

Create 100’s of Products
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HL3296   NOW: £243.00
 ⌀ 290 ↕	1600 (mm)   
2	x	E27	60W  d

 Aged Antique Brass

HL3294   NOW: £255.00
 ⌀ 295 ↕	1575 (mm)   
2	x	E27	60W  d

 Aged Antique Brass

mix, match,
create

perfect for 
40cm & 50cm 

shades

HL3295   NOW: £261.00
 ⌀ 270 ↕	1600 (mm)   
2	x	E27	60W  d

 Aged Antique Brass

Planpraz

intricate detail

Images are not to scale

TIF
FA

NY
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Range Characteristics: 
Consistent Aged Finish
Best Quality Components
Create 100’s of Products



HL3256   NOW: £104.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	150 (mm)  

 Rich Blue/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3255   NOW: £108.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	150 (mm)  

 Red/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3257   NOW: £104.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	150 (mm)  

 Green/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3258   NOW: £104.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	150 (mm)  

 Amber/Cream/Black/Clear

HL3294   NOW: £255.00
 ⌀ 295 ↕	1575 (mm)   
2	x	E27	60W  d

 Aged Antique Brass

crystal detail

supplied with 
reducing ring

handmade
tiffany

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Large Crystal Content
Traditional Dragonfly

4 Colour Options

335

Coltorondo
A classically traditional Tiffany shade collection, this range pairs primary colours with a more 
neutral cream to create a balanced combination of beautiful Tiffany glass. The familiar dragonfly 
pattern is slightly modernised with the clear, high quality crystal pieces in place of the more 
expected glass drops adding a touch of sparkle for a new age setting.



handmade
tiffany
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HL3269 & HL3294

HL3271 & HL3283

HL3260 & HL3289 

HL3278 & HL3291 

Images are not to scale



HL3240 & HL3287 

HL3247 & HL3291

endless combinations....
337

TIFFANY

HL3275 & HL3293

HL3266 & HL3286

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED



HL3235   NOW: £118.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	140 (mm)  

 Red/Cream/Aged Antique Brass/Clear

HL3236   NOW: £118.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	140 (mm)  

 Beige/Cream/Aged Antique Brass/Clear

2 in 1 can also be 
suspended without the trim

supplied with 
reducing ring

Images are not to scale

Grieshorn
A classic traditional range offering the best of Tiffany glass designs in the form of a 35cm 

uplighter shade. Available in an array of colour options, this non-electric shade brings its design 
into the modern era by implementing a dazzling clear crystal centre, inserting an attractive 

spectrum complementing the warm glow provided by the unique glass shapes.
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HL3237   NOW: £118.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	140 (mm)  

 Green/Cream/Aged Antique Brass/Clear

HL3238   NOW: £118.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	140 (mm)  

 Rich Blue/Cream/Aged Antique Brass/Clear

HL3239   NOW: £118.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	140 (mm)  

 Grey/White/Satin Nickel/Clear

latest colour finish:
satin nickel & grey

crystal detail

handmade
tiffany

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Unique Crystal Content
2 Possibilities From 1 Item

5 Colour Options
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HL3226   NOW: £234.00
 ⌀ 300 ↕	500 (mm)   
1	x	E27	60W  d

 Brown/Cream/Aged Antique Brass/Clear

crystal detail

intr
icate detail

Images are not to scale

TIF
FA

NY Valdeserta
An aged antique brass table lamp furthers the vintage effect of this product with the decorative 

applicability of the lamp elevated by the dome shaped shade comprised of cream and brown 
Tiffany glass. A touch of sparkle enhances its appeal in the form of high quality clear crystal 

squares embedded at the point of each feathered pattern.

340

Range Characteristics: 
Unique Crystal Content
Universal Neutral Design
Cream/Brown Finish



HL4274   NOW: £440.00
 ⌀ 415 ↕	650 (mm)	  
2	x	E27	60W  d

 Red/Orange/Crystal/Black

loving swans are 
forever

sophisticated 
shade 

& 
base

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY

341

Range Characteristics: 
Unique Crystal Content

Universal Neutral Design
Impressive 650mm Tall

TIFFANY

Maladeta
This piece is a stunning addition to our range of Tiffany table lamps. The intricate and creative 
design of the black base makes this uniquely appealing, offering something new to a classic 
concept. It’s beautifully designed shade features swans in warm red and orange tones both 
within the glass and the embedded crystal pieces.



HL3300   NOW: £50.00
 ⤢ 165 ↕ 125 ↔	120 (mm)   

1	x	E14	25W  d
 Blue/Pink/Black/Clear

HL3299   NOW: £50.00
 ⤢ 125 ↕ 155 ↔	130 (mm)   

1	x	E14	25W  d
 Green/Red/Black/Clear

beautiful tiffany
butterflies

cry
stal detail

Images are not to scale 342

Taconnaz
This stunning collection of traditional butterfly table lamps are available in multiple colours and 

wing shapes that reflect the natural form of the living creatures themselves. Created from classic 
Tiffany glass shapes and patterns, the colours available range from soft pale blues and pinks to 

vivid reds and greens bringing the beauty of the outdoors inside.



HL3301   NOW: £50.00
 ⤢ 125 ↕ 160 ↔	130 (mm)   

1	x	E14	25W  d
 Blue/Brown/Black/Clear

HL3302   NOW: £50.00
 ⤢ 145 ↕ 145 ↔	135 (mm)   

1	x	E14	25W  d
 Red/Yellow/Blue/Black/Clear

crystal detail

handmade
tiffany

 tiffany colourful
butterflies

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 
4 Colour/Design Options

Unique Crystal Content
Black Resin Base
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HL3216   NOW: £77.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 White/Blue/Clear/Black/Gold

HL3230   NOW: £77.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Cream/Grey/Clear/Black/Gold

crystal detail

crystal detail

Range Characteristics: 
Black/Gold Resin Base
Trending Grey Finish
Inine Switch handmade

tiffany

Images are not to scale

Range Characteristics: 
Black/Gold Resin Base
Sky Blue Finish
In-line Switch

TIF
FA

NY Ruinette
In contrast with the commonly soft curved or triangular forms of glass tiled to form Tiffany, this 

lamp provides a more angled Aztec effect by using square and rectangular shapes within its 
shade. The neutral colour finishes are enhanced by the clear square crystal components found 

along the widest section of the glass adding a bit of glamour.

344

Tschuggen
This small table lamp, holds a traditional bubble umbrella style Tiffany shade. The vivid blue 

colour around the bottom of the shade creates contrast with the remaining white finish of the 
dome shape. Whilst standard Tiffany shades can often feature embedded glass pieces, this 

offers a more modern and eye-catching option with clear crystal squares in place of glass.



Range Characteristics: 
Black/Gold Resin Base

Warm Amber/Gold Finish
Inine Switch

HL3217   NOW: £71.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 White/Grey/Clear/Black/Gold

HL3214   NOW: £71.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	300 (mm)   
1	x	E14	25W  d

 Cream/Amber/Clear/Black/Gold

crystal detail

crystal detail

Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

TIFFANY
Range Characteristics: 

Black/Gold Resin Base
Trending Grey Finish

Inine Switch

345

Schwarzhorn
This table lamp is in keeping with antique Tiffany designs using neutral traditional cream and 
amber coloured glass. The base of the shade displays appealing patterns with amber glass offset 
against the cream background. Within the centre of the amber triquetra form there are clear 
crystal pieces to refract the light and add a touch of sparkle to this generally classic lamp.

TIFFANY

Plator
The rim of this Tiffany shade is coated in the same textured black finish as the table lamp 
itself, ensuring the shade design flows seamlessly into the base effect. The black outlines of 
the alternating white and grey glass forms an intriguing pattern around the prism shade. Clear 
crystal along the edges has been used in place of the usual glass beads.



© 2021 Harborough Lights - All rights reserved

Harborough Lights
13, Manor Walk, Market Harborough, LE16 9BP

Tel: 01858 467716
www.harboroughlights.co.uk - dal63@hotmail.co.uk
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